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SYNOPSI S In thi s paper the soi l  has been t reat ed as a "hybri d hypoel ast i c body".  The st reai - 
st rai n rel at i onshi ps as observed i n t r i axi al  t est i ng have been present ed by two f ani l i e* of  
chart s rel at i ng t angent  val ues of  compressi on and s:i ear modul i  to oct ahedral  st resses.  For the 
use i n the f i ni t e el ement  anal ysi s of  set t l ement s and pl ast i f i cat i on of  soi l s such chart s have 
been expressed by set s of  coordi nat e val ues and the i nt erpol at i on was made by appl yi ng 
spl i ne f unct i ons.  The procedure has been proved successf ul  provi ded t hat  the st ress pat hs to 
whi ch the t r i axi al  speci mens had been subj ect ed,  arc si mi l ar  t o t hose whi ch have to be 
expect ed i n the soi l  l ayer.

INTRODUCTION

The hypoelastic constitutive law for soils 
which Kulhawy, Duncan and Sied (1969) had 
based on Kondner's hyperbolic stress-strain 
relationship proved useful in forecasting 
displacements of soils below dams and foun
dations. The shortcoming of simple hypoelastic 
models is their dependence on stress history 
and actual stress path. The elastic-plastic 
models are able to express the deformability 
of soils in a more general way and recently 
important progress has been made in developing 
them (see e.g. Lade and Duncan 1975, Prevost 
and Hoeg 1975). On the other hand, Darve 
(1974) succeeded in forming a generally val
uable hypoelastic model as well. Wow, the de
termination of a great number of physical pa
rameters determining the constitutive laws in 
their generalized form requires very extensive 
experimental work, and there is not enough 
experimental evidence available for separating 
cases and conditions when general models can 
be used in a simplified form. Thus, the direct 
interpretation of experimental data seems to 
be still of interest for practical aplications 
provided that the stress paths of experiments 
approach the stress paths appearing in the 
problem in question.

In the present paper, the measurements made 
on cylindrical samples in triaxial compres
sion tests have been expressed in terms of 
octahedral values of stresses and strains. For 
the use in computing settlements by the finite 
element method, families of compression and 
shear tangent moduli have been deduced. Since 
all stress states up to the failure are in
cluded, the development of stresses and 
strains in soil bodies up to the failure could 
be persued. The seepage resistance has been 
considered in an approximate way. Viscous soil 
properties were not taken into account.

TANGEHT MODULI IN TERMS OF OCTAHEDRAL STRESSES

If in drained triaxial tests on cylindrical 
samples with slowly increasing stress .levels 
axial (et) and volume strains (ev) have been 
measured, the results can be expressed in terms 
of octahedral values of strains (coel I c°, Y«., =
= y°) and effective stresses (o0'c, = °0,'TOct =T°)-

e“ = re"(o° ')] o . # Y0 = [y 0<t° , (1),(2)
J X = const J 0 = const

w’ne reby
E°=cv/3, Y0=(1e1-ev)./2/3 (3),(4)

0° '  = ( 0 i + 20 3) / 3,  T 0= ( o , - a 3) / 5 / 3  ( S) , ( G)

For the use in numerical computations the fa
milies of charts (1) and (2) can be given an
alytical expressions or, more generally, they 
can be presented by sets of point values and 
interpolation may be made by using spline 
functions (Desai 1971).

In the relationship (1) the role of the shear 
stress is not very important and in several 
cases it can be neglccted. Thus, the family of 
charts (1) can then be replaced by a single 
line: z° = z° (o0') (1-a) .
The charts, however, relating ¿hear strains to 
shear stresses are strongly affected by spher
ic stress o0' (Eq.2). The analytical presen
tation of the whole set of charts is not pos
sible except in an approximate way or in a 
somewhat .limited stress domain. If one wants 
to express the trend of deviatoric strain» to 
increase towards infinity when approaching the 
failure, the numerical presentation of test 
data is preferable.

When analyzing the stress and ¿train states 
in soil bodies by the finite eler.ent method, 
the relationships (1), (.l-a resp.),and (2) 
have to be linearized in înf'lr? srcall loading 
steps. Tangent values of corpression (K) and
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shear (G) moduli may be deduced according to 
their definition bv:

■ G=  | ^ -  ( 7)  , ( 8)K-i
3 3e

deviation of e°= [e0 (a0')] o =const charts for the 
clayey specimen from the chosen representative

[ e*]T.
Nov;, if choosing the numerical presentation of 
charts (1) and (2), the differentiation (7) 
and (8) by using splines has been found very 
sensitive to small inaccuracies in numerical 
data. For this reason it is preferable first 
to deduce the moduli for the whole stress do
main, to present the results graphically and 
draw the best continuous fittino lines: 
I<=[k(o"')j o (9) or !<=K(o°')’ (9-a)T — const
G=[ G( T° ) ] o. , =c ml  ( 10)

The above sets of lines may now be expressed 
by sets of point values? the moduli which cor
respond to the stress states appearing in sin
gle finite elements at successive loading 
steps, can then be interpolated by using 
spline functions.

EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

/0° '= 0.2 =a+b ln(c+da0') (11)

(numerical values of parameters a, b, c, d 
are given in the figure) is indicated in

The following two examples of the charts (9-a) 
and (10) refer to triaxial compression tests 
of which each is made on a single specimen; 
the stress paths which were applied are shown 
in the figures. Owing partly to anisotropic 
effects causing deviatoric displacements at 
hydrostatic stress states, and partly to plas
tic deviatoric strains remaining after the de
crease of the stress level, positive y° values 
appeared at t°=0 in the original charts 
YMY°(T°)]0o,=censt. In Figs. 2a and 4a all 
charts have been moved along the y° axis into 
the origin of the coordinate system (t°,y0)* 
This displacement does not affect the values 
of tangent shear moduli if expressed in terms 
of octahedral stresses.

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
- - - - - -  6°'kp cm~2

Fig.l A silty sand: (a)stress-path; (b)spheric 
strain (e°) and compression modulus (K) 
versus effective spheric stress (a0') 
diagrams.

Figs. 1 and 2 present the deformabilitv of a 
silty sand whose strength is T^=tan 32 o', 
while Figs. 3 and 4 are related to a very 
compressible silty clay of the Ljubljana Marsh 
with the inclination of the failure envelope 
of Mohr's stress circles ^'=24°. In the e°=
=r.°(o0') diagram of Fig.l points represent val
ues obtained for different stress states,prov
ing little effect of shear stresses on thee°=
-e (<J°') relationship. A somewhat greater

Fig. 4 A marsh clay: (a) y° = [y0 (x0 Qo t _consl*
(b)G= fc (t0 )1 «/ ,;dashed lines have

*— 0 — const

been obtained by way of extrapolation. 

Fig. 3-b by the narrow zone between the charts

Fi g. 2 A si l t y sand:  (a) y°  = [y 0 (i 0) 1 ,
J O = const

(b) G= [G (t° ) ] t =const f dashed lines have 
been obtained by way of extrapolation.

Z°-const kp cm-2

- - - - -  6°' kp cm-*

Fig.3 A marsh clay: (a)stress-path,(b)spheric 
strain (e°) and compression modulus (K) 
versus effective spheric strain (o0') 
diagrams.
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corresponding to t°=0.1 and 0. r> kp era . The 
differentation of Eq. (11) has given the ana
lytical expression for the K versus o°' rela
tionship in the form
K=(c+do°')/3bd (12)
Points appearing in the diagram y°=Y°(t0,o°') 
of Fig. 4-a represent values obtained by the 
numerical integration of the G=G(t0,o0')charts 
presented in Fig. 4-b. They prove the satis
factory accuracy of the procedure explained in 
the preceding section.

APPLICATION OF TANGENT MODULI IN COMPUTING 
STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS

A computer program was prepared for the compu
tation of stresses, strains and displacements 
for plane-strain or plane-stress problems by 
using the finite element method (see also Saje 
1974, Majes 1974). In every load interval the 
deformability of single elements is represent
ed by tangent values of the deformation modu
lus (E ) and Poisson's ratio (v) corresponding 
to the compression (K) and shear (G) moduli as 
obtained by the procedure explained in the 
preceding sections. Similar results from 
plane-strain triaxial tests may preferably be 
used. As they were not at our disposal, the 
results obtained on cylindrical samples were 
applied in the following example.

A layer (h = 6.75 m) consisting of the marsh 
clay whose deformability has been presented 
in Figs. 3 and 4, is subjected to a vertical 
surface load-strip of trapezoidal cross- 
section; the dimensions are shown in Fig. 5. 
The network of finite elements and the kine
matic boundary conditions are shown in the 
same figure.

With increasing loads the stress state in some 
of elements approaches the failure. At approx
imately constant volume (v-*-0.50) the devia- 
toric strains tend to increase towards infi
nity (G+0). In order to avoid the undefini
teness of the stiffness matrix, v=0.50 has 
been replaced by 0.499, and G= 0 by G=10“l° 
kp cm~2 in the elements where failure stress 
states had appeared. In this state the ele
ments have been called "plastified" and groups 
of such elements considered as “plastified 
zones". In Figs. 5 and 6 the plastified zones 
have been denoted by the number of the load 
step when the plastification appeared, th§2 
amount of each step being ûq = 0.05 kp cm 
However, it should be pointed out that in 
these figures the zones are denoted as plas
tified even when only in each second finite 
element the stress state approaches the fail
ure. For this reason the settlements of the 
layer surface above such zones remain finite 
until all elements along the width of a 
continuous zone get plastified.

Plastified zones shown in Fig. 5 have been 
obtained by taking into account the compres
sion and shear moduli from drained tests (see 
Figs. 3-b and 4-b). The zones presented in 
Fig. 6 correspond to undrained conditions 
(v=0.50) whereby the shear moduli were assumed 
to have the same values as in drained condi
tions. The settlements of the surface corre-

the instantaneous ("undrained") settlements 
are shown as well. Owing to the extremely 
high compressibility of the marsh clay con
sidered, the amount of settlements is very 
important. For comparison we note that the 
total ("drained") settlements would be about

sponding to the 5th, 15th and 2 5th load step 
(q=0.25, 0.75 and 1.25 kp cm“2 resp.) are 
presented in Fig. 7. For the 25th increment

Fig.5 The boundary conditions and the plasti
fied zones according to drained test 
results for a marsh clay.

Fig.6 The plastified zones according to un
drained test results for a marsh clay.
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15-times smaller and the instantaneous ("un- 
drained") settlements about 30-times smaller 
if the layer consisted of the silty sand the 
deformabi.lity of which has been presented in 
Figs. 1 and 2 (see Dattelino 19 76).

CONSOLIDATION

In Fig. 6 the development of settlements with 
time has been shown. The analysis was made in 
an approximate way by taking for the differ
ence between total and instantaneous settle
ments at any time the same value of the con
solidation degree as for the pure spheric com
ponents of settlements. Thereby the spheric 
components of total stresses were assumed not 
to be influenced by the consolidation. The 
increase of the final load up to q=0.75 
kp cm“ 2 ¿luring six months, and drained upper 
and lower boundary of the layer were assumed. 
In Fig. 9 the development of pore pressures 
with time has been presented for two selected 
points in the layer. The analysis has been 
performed by the differential method taking 
into account the two-dimensional seepage of 
the pore-water.

Fig.9 Development of pore pressures in points 
A(x=l.50m,y=0.75m)and D(x=7.5m,y=0.75m).

CONCLUSIONS

If in triaxial testing of the deformability 
the stress paths were similar as in the prob
lem to be solved, the treatment of the soil 
as a "hybrid hypoelastic body" (Desai 1972) 
seems to be successful. For the use in the 
finite element analysis the observed stress- 
strain relationships have been recommended to 
be transformed into two families of charts 
relating tangent compression and shear moduli 
versus octahedral stresses; whatever the shape 
of charts, they can always be expressed by 
sets of point values and the interpolation 
made by using spline functions. The usefulness 
of the procedure has been proved by applying

it for the analysis of settlements and plas- 
tification of a very compressible clayey layer 
subjected to the strip-load by an embankment. 
The consolidation process has been analyzed 
in an approximate way by the numerical solu
tion of the differential equation of the two- 
dimensional consolidation.
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